
Vary Ordinary 

One of the first things people encounter when using PowerTap technology and their CycleOps bike is the 

fact that as they ride the wattage goes up and down.  Initially people tend to think there is something 

wrong with their bike, when in truth the answer lies in their bike set-up, fitness, and pedal stroke.  The 

first step towards achieving the best pedal stroke possible is to make sure you are set up properly.  The 

bike is an extension of your body and just like well tailored clothing it can be made to just fit you by 

asking a CycleOps Instructor or your local bike fitting professional.  It is a good idea to write down these 

measurements and adjustments for future reference. 

Once you are dialed in and have gained some experience in the saddle you will notice your wattage 

output will be become increasingly consistent and stable through the range of riding positions.  You can 

do a quick check of this by just pushing down on the pedals (stomping) and noticing a likely large 

variance in output.  This is okay, when stomping, you are using primarily your gross motor quadriceps 

muscles to move the pedals and one pedal is “getting in the way of the other”.   As you ride, you may 

also notice that you have a dominant side, just like you have a dominant hand.    As you move from 

stomping on the pedals (pedaling squares) to what the French call suplesse , or pedaling in a circle, you 

will notice your wattage range will continue to become tighter – or less varied.  You are now pedaling 

more efficiently.  The generalized reason for the increase in efficiency is because you are recruiting more 

muscle fibers in synchrony and ultimately more efficiently physiologically. 

One quick way to check your efficiency is to fill in the following chart.  Start with a steady warm up to 

optimize recruitment patterns and get the lungs, leg and cranium ready to ride.  I suggest a steady Z1 

and Z2 effort for 20—30 minutes at a variety of cadences with a few surges and accelerations into Z3-Z5.  

We all know the feeling when it is “legs on, let’s ride!”  Next, pedal at your natural rpm in each of the 

positions listed on the chart for 5 minutes in the sequence listed.  For safety and biomechanical reasons, 

when doing single leg isolations, just let the other leg float on the pedal instead of clipping it out.  Once 

you’ve set your benchmarks on the chart start to focus on the pedaling suggestions made in Dr. Allen 

Lim’s previous article on maximizing the off-season and how to pedal more efficiently 

(tp://www.saris.com/athletes/PermaLink,guid,5272bd75-5f51-437d-a1ad-0f275aa7b2f4.aspx).  

Position RPM Wattage HR Watt Range Time Other Notes 

Seated       

Top Center       

Climbing       

Left Leg       

Right Leg       

 

In about a month come back to the chart and check your gains by repeating the same efforts.  For 

comparability sake try to repeat as many of the same variables as possible (sleep, nutrition, time of day, 

temperature, terrain, etc.) and then record your results (you can use Power Agent to help with this 

analysis).  Ideally, you should see some of the following: 



 Less variance in wattage output over time 

 Steadier rpm ranges 

 Increase in working wattage 

 Decrease in working HR 

Finally, look at your data objectively to decide what you want to work on.  We all get stronger by 

working on our weakness.  It is only when we identify our opportunities can we create positive change, 

adaptation, and greater fitness with less effort.  So pedal smart, pedal well, pedal with POWER – the 

power of knowledge to change YOU! 

A Vary Ordinary Guy, 

Joey Adams 

 


